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Mark schemes

(a)     so that there wasn’t any extra force
11.

(b)     8 (degrees)

allow a range 7–9 (degrees)
1

(c)     increase the height of the block or move the block to the right
or
move the block to the right

allow any other safe suggestion for increasing the angle
1

(d)     two correct pairs of values taken from graph
1

values substituted into:

 
1

correctly calculated value

an answer of 0.64 (m/s2) gains 3 marks

allow full credit for correct use of a single pair of values taken
anywhere from the straight line

1

(e)     total distance travelled
1

(f)      compare the data from the tests (for the same angle)
1

to see if the results are similar
1

(g)     GPE = 0.75 × 9.8 × 0.34
1

GPE = 2.499 (J)

an answer of 2.499 (J) or rounded to 2.5 (J) scores 2 marks
1

[11]

(a)     750

allow 1 mark for correct substitution, ie 75 × 10 provided no
subsequent step shown

2

2.
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newton(s) / N

do not accept n
1
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(b)     Marks awarded for this answer will be determined by the Quality of Written Communication
(QWC) as well as the standard of the scientific response.
Examiners should also refer to the Marking Guidance, and apply a ‘best-fit’
approach to the marking.

          0 marks
No relevant content.

          Level 1 (1-2 marks)
There is a brief attempt to explain why the velocity /
speed of the parachutist changes.
or
the effect of opening the parachute on velocity/speed is given.

          Level 2 (3-4 marks)
The change in velocity / speed is clearly explained in terms of force(s)
or
a reasoned argument for the open parachute producing a lower speed.

          Level 3 (5-6 marks)
There is a clear and detailed explanation as to why the parachutist
reaches terminal velocity
and
a reasoned argument for the open parachute producing a lower speed

examples of the physics points made in the response to explain
first terminal velocity

•        on leaving the plane the only force acting is weight (downwards)

accept gravity for weight throughout

•        as parachutist falls air resistance acts (upwards)

accept drag / friction for air resistance

•        weight greater than air resistance
or
resultant force downwards

•        (resultant force downwards) so parachutist accelerates

•        as velocity / speed increases so does air resistance

•        terminal velocity reached when air resistance = weight

accept terminal velocity reached when forces are balanced

to explain second lower terminal velocity

•        opening parachute increases surface area

•        opening parachute increases air resistance

•        air resistance is greater than weight
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•        resultant force acts upwards / opposite direction to motion

•        parachutist decelerates / slows down

•        the lower velocity means a reduced air resistance

air resistance and weight become equal but at a lower (terminal) velocity
6

(c)    (i)       any one from:

•        mass of the (modelling) clay

accept size/shape of clay size/amount/volume/shape of clay

accept plasticine for (modelling)clay

•        material parachute made from

accept same (plastic) bag

•        number / length of strings
1

(ii)     C

reason only scores if C is chosen
1

smallest (area) so falls fastest (so taking least time)

accept quickest/quicker for fastest

if A is chosen with the reason given as ‘the largest area so falls
slowest’ this gains 1 mark

1

[12]

(a)     distance = 2.4 m/s × 4.5 s
1

distance = 10.8 (m)

an answer of 10.8 m scores 2 marks
1

3.

(b)     It started going uphill.
1

(c)     D
1

the line has the largest gradient

allow it is steepest

allow it travels the furthest distance in the shortest amount of time
1
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(d)     any two from:
•        the data logger records time more accurately
•        the data logger can take readings more frequently
•        there is less chance for human error when using a data logger
•        the data logger automatically records data

allow the converse of each argument, eg there is a human reaction
time error when using a stopclock

2

(e)     air resistance
1

(f)      acceleration is zero
1

because the resultant force is zero

allow because the forward force equals the air resistance

there is too much air resistance is insufficient
1

(g)     v2 – u2 = 2as
1.52 (– 02) = 2 × a × 2

1

 

1

a = 0.56(25) m/s2

an answer of 0.56(25) (m/s2) scores 3 marks
1

[13]

(a)     (i)      any two from:

•        length of coils increased
•        coils have tilted
•        length of loop(s) increased
•        increased gap between coils
•         spring has stretched / got longer
•         spring has got thinner

2

4.

(ii)     remove mass

accept remove force / weight
1

observe if the spring returns to its original length / shape (then it is behaving
elastically)

1

(b)     (i)      8.0 (cm)
1
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extension is directly proportional to force (up to 4 N)

for every 1.0 N extension increases by 4.0 cm (up to 4 N)

evidence of processing figures eg 8.0 cm is half way between 4.0 cm and 12.0
cm

1

allow spring constant (k) goes from to
1 

(ii)     any value greater than 4.0 N and less than or equal to 5.0 N
1

the increase in extension is greater than 4 cm per 1.0 N (of force) added

dependent on first mark
1

(c)     (i)      elastic potential energy
1

(ii)     misread stopwatch
1

timed too many complete oscillations
1

(iii)    4.3 (s)

accept 4.33 (s)
1

(iv)    stopwatch reads to 0.01 s
1

reaction time is about 0.2 s
or
reaction time is less precise than stopwatch

1

(v)     use more masses
1

smaller masses eg 50 g

not exceeding limit of proportionality
1

[17]

(a)     increases
15.

increases
1

(b)     23 (m)

accept 43 circled for 1 mark

accept 9 + 14 for 1 mark
2
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(c)     (i)      all points correctly plotted

all to ± ½ small square

one error = 1 mark

two or more errors = 0 marks
2

line of best fit
1

(ii)     correct value from their graph (± ½ small square)
1

(d)     (i)      70

½ × 35 × 4 gains 2 marks

attempt to estimate area under the graph for 1 mark
3

(ii)     line from (0.6,35)
1

sloping downwards with a less steep line than the first line
1

cutting time axis at time > 4.6 s

accept cutting x-axis at 6
1

(e)     (i)      42 000

1200 × 35 gains 1 mark
2

kgm / s

Ns
1

(ii)     10 500 (N)

42 000 / 4 gains 1 mark

alternatively:

a = 35 / 4 = 8.75 m / s2

F = 1200 × 8.75
2

[19]
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